Imaging and controlling reactions in molecules and materials at the level of electrons is a grand challenge in science, relevant to our understanding of charge transfer processes in chemistry, physics, and biology, as well as material dynamics. Direct access to the dynamic electron density as electrons are shared or transferred between atoms in a chemical bond would greatly improve our understanding of molecular bonding and structure. Using reaction microscope techniques, we show that we can capture how the entire valence shell electron density in a molecule rearranges, from molecular-like to atomic-like, as a bond breaks. An intense ultrashort laser pulse is used to ionize a bromine molecule at different times during dissociation, and we measure the total ionization signal and the angular distribution of the ionization yield. Using this technique, we can observe density changes over a surprisingly long time and distance, allowing us to see that the electrons do not localize onto the individual Br atoms until the fragments are far apart (∼5.5 Å), in a region where the potential energy curves for the dissociation are nearly degenerate. Our observations agree well with calculations of the strong-field ionization rates of the bromine molecule.
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electron dynamics | molecular dissociation | molecular dynamics P robing the dynamic electron density distribution during a chemical reaction can provide important insights, making it possible to understand and control chemical reactions. For example, during the passage through a conical intersection, electronic excitation is rapidly converted into nuclear motion, and the nature of how the electron cloud rearranges is still poorly understood. Three distinct and promising approaches make it possible to probe electron dynamics in molecules. First, high harmonic generation from a molecule can exhibit characteristic features because of quantum interferences and diffraction of an electron originating from and then recolliding with the same molecule. Although the conditions under which accurate reconstruction of a complete electronic wave function is possible are still a topic of intense debate, nevertheless these characteristic interferences can reveal dynamical changes in the nuclear and orbital structure of a molecule as it changes configuration (1-4) or dissociates (5) . In the case of dissociation, by measuring the amplitude and phase of the high harmonic signal from a dissociating molecule, destructive interferences in the high harmonic signal were observed that were attributed to recombination of a lone electron in a single excited state (5) . To follow multielectron dynamics in a molecule, further work will be needed, because the quantum interference signal can be masked by competing contributions from different nearly degenerate valence orbitals, in particular at large internuclear distances.
A second recent approach for obtaining information about electron dynamics is to map the electron density distribution in the valence shells of a molecule, simply by measuring the molecular frame ionization yield after illumination by a strong laser field. Past work probing static molecules in the ground state has shown through both theory and experiment that the resulting ion yield reflects the symmetry of the molecular orbital from which the electron is ionized (6-11). As a result, strong-field ionization should be particularly attractive for capturing electron orbital dynamics because it directly relates to the electron density distribution (i.e., orbital shape) of a molecule.
In a third approach, the coupling between an excited electron and nuclear motion in a molecule can be probed by using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) (12) (13) (14) . In TRPES, a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) pulse is used to singlephoton ionize a molecule, making this technique particularly useful for measuring how the binding energies of electrons in different valence orbitals change as the molecule dissociates. However, the linear response in a photoelectron spectroscopy measurement makes it challenging to follow shifts in the binding energies and to directly probe the varying electron density in the bond, on time and length scales for which the potential energy curves become nearly degenerate.
In this work, we use a femtosecond laser to strong-field ionize a molecule as it is undergoing photodissociation. In this experiment, the dissociation itself is initiated in a simple, single-photon transition by using a pump pulse. A higher intensity probe pulse is then used to ionize the molecule at various time delays, causing the fragments to fly apart rapidly with a distribution that reflects the instantaneous electron distribution. A cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) reaction microscope then captures the dynamically changing angular distribution of the ionization fragments. Both the ionization rate and fragment angular distribution directly reflect how the entire valence shell electron density in a molecule rearranges, from molecular-like to atomic-like, as a bond breaks. These data can be successfully interpreted through careful comparison with theory. Our approach is unique to date, because of its ability to capture multielectron dynamics in a reaction up to significantly larger internuclear distances than can any other method. It also exhibits high sensitivity to small variations in the binding energy and electron density, as well as excellent time resolution compared with other approaches. This approach thus allows us to see that the electrons do not localize onto the individual Br atoms until the fragments are far apart (∼5.5 Å), in a region where the potential energy curves for the dissociation are nearly degenerate.
Results
In our experiment, we use an ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser system in conjunction with a COLTRIMS apparatus (15) . The sample consists of a neat bromine molecular beam entering the vacuum chamber through supersonic expansion. Dissociation of the Br 2 is initiated by a 400-nm ultrafast laser pulse (intensity ∼2 × 10 11 W cm −2 , pulse duration ∼40 fs) generated by frequency doubling the 800-nm laser output. The absorption of a single 400-nm photon excites the bromine molecule from the ground state to the C ( 1 Π u ) dissociative state (Fig. S1 ). To confirm that the Br þ ions are indeed originating from strong-field ionization of the dissociative C state, we measured the Br þ yield as a function of pump beam power and found it to be linear (Fig. S2 ). An intense time-delayed 800-nm (∼4 × 10 13 W cm −2 , ∼30 fs) laser pulse, with polarization orthogonal to the 400-nm pump, is used to ionize the dissociating bromine molecules to produce Br þ . We then detect the angular distribution of the resultant ions at different times during the dissociation (see Fig. 1 and Movie S1). Given that the dissociation is a prompt process, we therefore know how the electron density in the molecule changes as the molecule dissociates into two atoms. Fig. 2 plots the total ion yield as a function of time delay between the 400-nm dissociating pulse and the 800-nm probe pulse. The total ion yield initially increases for time delays up to 30 fs, at which point it decreases slightly, followed by an increase at time delays around 100 fs. As we will show below by comparing detailed theory and experiment, the first peak corresponds to ionization of electrons from π orbitals, whereas second peak can be explained by additional ionization channels opening up as different σ valence electrons are ionized. Finally, the ion yield drops quickly at time delays between ≈120 and 140 fs, limited by the time resolution in our experiment.
To interpret the experimental data, we calculated the ionization rate from the dissociative C state of Br 2 as a function of internuclear distance by using the molecular strong-field approximation (16) (see Methods). The results of these calculations can be plotted in terms of the final kinetic energy release (KER) of the fragments as a function of time delay. The calculated KERs shown in Fig. 3B are in very good agreement with our experimental measurements (Fig. 3A) . We note that the characteristic features of the distributions are slightly shifted to longer time delays in the theoretical results, which may be attributed to the sensitive dependence of the conversion from distance to time delay on the specific form of the C-state potential energy curve (Fig. S1 ).
The calculations of Fig. 3 indicate that we are experimentally observing the entire valence shell of Br 2 (all ten electrons) evolving in time as the bond breaks, as shown in Fig. 1 Upper. The electron configurations of the ground X and dissociative C states of Br 2 are ½coreð1σ g
respectively. Removal of one electron from different orbitals of the C state of Br 2 leads to different electronic configurations of the cation. For example, strong-field ionization of the singly occupied molecular orbital (2σ Ã u ) electron primarily produces Br 2 þ in its ground state X with electronic configuration:
This state, as well as certain excited states of bound character, will not produce Br þ at short internuclear distances during the dissociation process. At short time delays (below 20 fs), slow Br þ ions are instead generated predominantly by ionizing the inner valence orbital 1π u . After dissociating for about 20 fs, the atoms have gained enough kinetic energy such that ionization from 2σ g and 2σ Ã u opens additional channels for the dissociation of Br 2 þ . The additional channels that continue to open up also explain why the total ionization yield increases as a function of time delay. At long time delays, fast Br þ ions originate primarily from ionizing 2σ g , with minor contributions from other orbitals. The peak around 60 fs in Fig. 3 results from strong contributions of electron removal from 2σ u . Thus, we are able to identify the specific molecular orbitals that contribute primarily to the ionization and kinetic energy release signals up to a time delay of ≈140 AE 15 fs. This analysis indicates that the system still must be considered molecule-like and the electrons in the valence shell(s) of the system are still rearranging their configuration at these relatively long times (corresponding to internuclear separations of >5 Å). This finding is surprising because by then, according to our calculations, the four valence orbitals in the Br 2 molecule are nearly degenerate and the electron probability density at the midpoint between the two nuclei is 10 orders of magnitude smaller than the peak maximum.
Discussion
To physically interpret our findings, we plot the experimental angular distribution of Br þ as a function of time delay for both the slow Br þ (Fig. 4A , kinetic energy release below 0.7 eV) and fast Br þ (Fig. 4B, kinetic energy release above 0.7 eV) . We fit the angular distribution to a simple cos n ðθÞ [θ is the angle between the molecular axis and probe (ionizing) laser polarization]. Because photoexcitation of the C state is a perpendicular transition (17) , the observed angular distributions of Br þ are convolutions of the Br 2 excited state molecule axis alignment [cos 2 ðθÞ distribution] and the angular dependence of the Br 2 ionization rates. Thus, the sign of n − 2 (plus or minus) shows whether the ionization is peaked parallel (þ) or perpendicular (−) to the laser polarization, reflecting ionization from specific molecular orbitals. At short time delays, slow Br þ has an n below 2, indicating ionization from the π u state, whereas for fast Br þ , the ionization yield is highest along the molecular axis, indicating ionization predominantly from a σ-state. These findings are in agreement with our calculations (Figs. 1 and 3 ). More importantly, we observe such molecular-specific features up to time delays of 140 fs.
After this time, the ion angular distributions flatten and appear to resemble ionization from separated atoms; i.e., the distribution reflects only the initial excited state molecule axis alignment in Br 2 .
We also calculated the alignment dependence of the ionization rate, taking into account that in the experiment, the excited Br 2 are prepared with a cos 2 ðθÞ alignment of the molecular axis to the polarization direction. The results of our calculations are shown in Fig. S3 . By comparing the changes in the experimental (Fig. 4) and calculated (Fig. S3 ) alignment dependence of the ionization rate, good qualitative agreement is apparent.
Finally, we believe that we are not inducing significant laserfield-driven electron dynamics, for several reasons. First, the most important point in discussing the possible role of strongfield effects is that, although our technique uses a relatively strong laser pulse as a probe of the molecular dynamics, our technique allows us to avoid strong-field effects in initiating the dynamics that we observe. Comparing our approach to TRPES, where the VUV probe pulse is capable of photoionizing even ground-state Br 2 , in TRPES, a relatively intense pump pulse has to be used to obtain significant fractional population in the excited state. Thus, in TRPES, strong-field effects in the excitation step might explain the more rapid dissociation times observed in previous experiments (≈85 fs) (18) . In our experiment, an ion signal emerges only from the dissociating molecules and is thus background-free. The fact that we see a precipitous drop in signal at long time and distance scales clearly shows that our signal discriminates against both the initial and the final state of dissociation, allowing us to observe the entire dissociation process that was initiated by a clearly perturbative, single-photon, excitation (as demonstrated in Fig. S2 ). Moreover, our calculations agree well with the data, even without including laserinduced modifications of the initial electronic state or chargeresonance-enhanced ionization (19, 20) . Finally, the calculated kinetic energy releases and angular distributions do not change for a range of probe laser intensities (4-5 × 10 13 W cm −2 ) and for different ensembles of molecular orientations induced by the pump pulse (for further discussion, see Ruling Out LaserField-Driven Effects in SI Text).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that we can image the electron density evolution of many electron states in the valence shell of a large diatomic molecular system up to time and distance scales at which the potential energy curves become nearly degenerate. We have shown that, because of the nonlinear interaction of an ultrashort intense laser pulse with the electrons, strong-field ionization can probe the electronic structure of a dissociating molecule even if the changes in the potential energy surfaces are small. Our studies show that both the ionization rate and the angular dependence of the ionization yield still vary strongly for internuclear distances at least 2 Å beyond where previous studies using photoelectron spectroscopy identified an establish- ment of the atomic electronic structure in Br 2 . We believe that the existence of such a molecular-like complex for large time and length scales is not restricted to Br 2 and should have broad implications for many fields such as photochemistry and reactive scattering dynamics. Interestingly, our observations and calculations are in good agreement with electron localization function calculations (21, 22) , which indicate delocalization of the electrons in the different orbitals until internuclear separations >5.0 Å for Br 2 in the excited C state (Fig. S4) . Thus, using strong-field ionization as a probe, we can follow electron dynamics in a bond over sufficiently long times to capture all the time scales during a chemical reaction.
Methods
In our calculations, the nonperturbative ionization rates for the transitions from the different orbitals into a field-dressed plane-wave state (or Volkov state) are determined. This method has been validated for obtaining total and alignment dependent ionization yields of di-and polyatomic molecules at equilibrium distances 7;16;23 . The potential energy curves of the C state Br 2 as well as of the ground and 29 excited contributing states in Br 2 þ (five for each of the possible symmetries:
2 Π g , and 2 Π u ) as well as the corresponding wave functions are obtained by using aug-cc-pVQZ basis and multireference configuration interaction with relativistic and quadruple corrections (see Fig. S1 for details). The vertical ionization potentials for each possible ionization process and the respective kinetic energy release of the Br þ were determined from the corresponding potential energy curves. The internuclear distance was converted to time delay by classical simulation of the dissociation along the potential energy curve of the C state, assuming that the pump pulse excites the molecule at t ¼ 0 fs with an internuclear distance of R ¼ 2.3 Å. The rates were convoluted by using Gaussians with standard deviations of 10 fs and 0.1 eV, respectively.
